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Parking tickets
at SJSU aren’t
city’s problem

Mail problems

By lane N14 Ott’s

citations will then be put to collection agencies and deferred to the Department of
SJSU students will no longer have to go Motor Vehicles.
Along with this new system, the departto court for parking violations because of a
new policy that makes violations a civil ment in charge of traffic violations will also
be using ARMS (automated records manoffense.
’Through the new system, courts do not agement system), which will keep accurate
have any jurisdiction over the parking viola- records of all violations issued.
The system, which uses handheld comtions," said Lt. Bruce Lowe of the Universiputers, was originally designed for law
ty Police Department
enforcement agencies.
"All violators will have
According to Staley, the
to go through the
handheld computers can
school traffic system
access information on all stuwhich will serve as ’There will be no
dents and employees with valid
judge if hearings are
holds put on
parking permits.
needed."
The information will conWith the former
records
student
tain the purchaser’s personal
system, parking citaand vehicle details. Penal codes
because of
tions were municipal
and parking fines are also
offenses.
parking violations. accessible
through the comto
According
puter.
Richard Staley, manIt will be kept
The handheld computer
ager of Traffic and
completely
will replace the large paper
Parking Operations, a
citation forms with a red
substantial amount of
separate from
receipt placed in a bright
money was spent by
school records..’
canary yellow envelope.
the municipal courts
Richard Staley
"The handhelds are easier
attending to parking
manager of Traffic and parking operations
to use but slower than handcitations.
written tickets," Staley said.
The new system of
At the end of the day, the information
citations makes it a civil matter and puts it
into the hands of SJSU’s Department of stored in the handheld computer is downloaded into a file server to process the citaPublic Safety.
If students are not pleased with the tions. The memory of the handheld is then
results after a chit hearing, they can appeal updated with current violators and inforto a municipal court, which will then take mation.
Any records regarding Traffic and Opercharge of the case.
Although this will increase the workload ation citations will not interfere with the stufor Traffic and Parking, the new system dents’ personal records. ’There will be no
holds put on student records because of
lessens the burden on municipal courts.
The municipal courts can then use the parking violations," Staley said. "It will be
money they used to spend on traffic hear- kept completely separate from school
ings for something else. Unpaid parking records."
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Alice Standish, right, and Mailing Supervisor Dan
Soriano son through the Tuesday morning mail in
the university mail room. The room deals with

’AILY

about 6,000 pieces of mail a day including inter
campus letters. About 3,000 pieces of mail are sent
out from the room every day.

CSU must clear air on smoking ban
Physician gets
position after all
Islaz(

BY Pamela Cornelison

sitanan Daily Stall-Writer

Gary Graham, the SJSU
physician who recently protested the selection of an outsider
for a permanent position he
felt he had, has accepted an
offer of an 80 percent full-timeequivalent position for the
semester.
Graham said the offer of a
consulting position in Health
Service came just before funding for his current position
would have expired at the end
of September.
"Because I was assured I had
a permanent job here. I hadn’t
been looking for another," he
said.

Graham believes the offer
came as a direct result of student protest and his story going
public.
Robert Latta, interim director of SJSU Health Service, said
extending the offer to Graham
was his decision, and he did so
because Graham was in a difficult employment position.
"Our main concern now is
funding the position," Latta
said.
Graham’s position had been
funded 50 percent by a pharmaceutical grant.
Naz Motayar, advisor to the
Student Health Advisory ComSee GRAHAM. page 8

le Preston Register
Daily Stall-Writer

Executive Order 599, a CSU
system-wide smoking ban, could
take the university into the
courtroom over the students’
right to smoke in the residence
hall rooms they’ve leased from
the campus.
The order, from the office of
CSU Chancellor Barry Munitz,
provided for a ban on smoking
from all university buildings,
including the residence halls, by
Dec. 31.
There has been some question about whether any smoking
ban would cover student housing.
A recently proposed university-wide smoking ban, titled S9311, initially received SJSU President J. Handel Evans’ signature.
It was later rescinded because of
the legality of changing the contracts students have with the

campus housing authorities.
The ban would have altered
the contracts the students
signed when they moved into
the buildings. Any changes in
the contracts could be legally
challenged by the students,
paving the way for possible lawsuits.
Fred Najjar, director of Student Housing, said that while
there is already a very strict
smoking policy in those buildings, the chancellor’s order
might not legally cover them
because the buildings are not
state-owned.
"They (the campus housing
facilities) are on state property,
but they are not owned by the
state," Najjar said. "They are
operated as auxiliary buildings
from the state’s genet al fund.
They are not covered by the
chancellor’s order."
Smoking is not permitted in

any part of the buildings except
for the students’ rooms. Then, it
is only with the approval of the
roommate in the shared rooms.
"We contract those rooms
out to the students," Najjar said.
"I don’t think we can legally
change the contract during the
term. I think that there will be a
legal precedent set over this."
Najjar cited that 5 to 7 percent of students in the campus
housing facilities listed themselves as smokers on their applications.
"I think it would be an
extremely difficult policy to
enforce," Najjar said.
"I don’t know how to enforce
it without having to be fairly
intrusive into the students’ privacy."
Janet Redding, director of
Advancement at SJSU, said on
behalf of Evans that the probIt oi is one of timing.

"We’re all working towards
the same goal," Redding said.
"It just may be a timing issue
that’s the problem.
if we have to ban smoking in
the dorms, we may have to do it
in a phased-in manner. If it (the
ban) hasn’t been allowed for in
the contracts, we may have to
slowly phase it into effect. That
is one of the president’s
options."
Redding said while education
about the hazards of smoking
has reduced the problem here
on campus, it is still up to the
president of the univei sitv to
make the decision regarding its
prohibition.
Colleen Bentley-Adler, manager of media relations for the
Chancellor’s Office, said she
would have to contact the chancellor’s legal department for an
terpretat III regarding smokiO 42, iii th.,*

Condom co-op makes protection easier

slit-NAB/kW-VTSPARTAN ttAtLY

Christion Battey, left, discusses being a student volunteer in the Condom Co-op with Tomi
Kawasaki, middle, and Naz Motavar. Motayar and Kawasaki helped start the co-op two years
ago. The co-op is located on the second floor of the Health Building in room 209.
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By Kristin Lomax
wan tktily WI Writer
Room 209 in SJSU’s Health Building has something for sale that might
just save your life.
It fits in any wallet and can be used
in the most intimate situations. It
comes in a variety of sizes, shapes. textures, flavors and colors. And if you’re
having sex without one you could end
up dead.
Condoms arc for sale, and for
much less than any grocery or «mvenience store. The SJSU Condom Coop has been established to otter students a place to buy condoms at a di*
counted price and a convenient location.
’We are here to serve iind protect,"
said Tomi Kawasaki, a peer educator
at the co-op.
The room is generously decorated
with everything from condonwoated
walls to condom flowers. Signs are
posted randomly offering informa-

tion of condoms, and the consequences of not using them.
The coop staff, as part of the Peer

’Many people don’t
realize that popular
brands such as Trojan
are not really the best.
All the condoms we
sell are safe, but
Trojans are thick,
smell and taste bad as
well.’
Totta Kawasaki
co-rp pox edtm Nor

Education Program, is trained to
offer up-to-date, general information

if

stAttaihr U.iJ

i ilted

diseases, safer sex, and ofco,irw . condoms.
\1 193 buyer’s guide helps interested sh, ,ppet s hoose the tYpe of
condom that w ould best fit their
need. With over a doicil c ondotils to
chose from, counselors such as
liawasaki often offer their advi«.
"Many people don’t realim that
popular brands such as Trojan are
not really the best," Kawasaki said.
"All the condoms we sell are safe, but
Trojans are thit k. smell and taste bad
as well. There are so many better condoms to purchase."
When used properly, the latex condom can prevent most STDs and
pregnancy. The problem, said
Kawasaki, is that people don’t know
how to use them right.
Kawasaki listed a number of things
people should know about condoms.
See CONDOM, page 8
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Yes, there is
a question

Legalize
Marijuana
This idea is economically and
medically sound
Hemp, widely dubbed marijuana, is one of
the more controversial plants today. Also
known as ganja, weed and dank, marijuana %mild do us a lot of good if it was legalized.
Marijuana could help shrink the national debt.
Government estimates rank marijuana as California’s number one agricultural product.
An enormous amount of tax dollars is lost in
trying to stop marijuana trafficking and usage;
more could be made by taxing the plant.
Legalizing marijuana for smoking purposes has
enormous economical benefits. But its effects must
be considered too. After all, alcohol was legalized,
yet it is one of the top killers of Americans today.
But marijuana is different. It is psychologically
impossible to get addicted to it. Marijuana is the
only plant that is considered a drug with a reverse
reaction. The more you use it, the less you need of
it to get a high.
Marijuana is widely used for medicinal purposes.
It has proven to be beneficial in treating glaucoma,
asthma, some aspects of cancer chemotherapy and
for digestive medicine.
In a smaller amount, marijuana has been proven
to help with seizures, spasticity and other nervoussystem disorders.
Its usage doesn’t stop there. The hemp plant’s
fiber is stronger than cotton and linen. It can be
used for industrial purposes, producing stronger
and more efficient types of rope, paper and cloth.
The fibers from the plant can also produce a
fuel more efficient than what cars use today. Companies could be given special growing licenses to
produce their products. The costs would be fixed
by the government, which allows them to make
money.
Marijuana could be made as legitimate as cigarettes or cigars. A social puff could go right along
with a social drink, which would benefit the economy as well.
The tax revenue for marijuana would bring in
enormous amounts of money
On a larger scale than just dope dealers selling it
and teenagers smoking it, marijuana could be
quite useful.
After all, isn’t it odd that every piece of marijuana-smoking paraphernalia, including bombs,
screens, pipes, and zig-zags, is legal to buy but the
product itself is not?

Forum Page Policies
The SPARTAN Dias provides a daily Forum to
promote a "marketplace of ideas."
Contributions to the page are encouraged from
students, staff, faculty and others who are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column must be turned in to Letters to the Editor’s box in the newsroom, Dwight
Bentel Hall 209, or to the information booth in the
SU. Articles may also be mailed to the Forum Editor, The SPARTAN DAILY, School ofJournalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose State University,
One %Va.shingtuii Squat e. San Jose, CA 95192.
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Amy Biehl: an example to follow
column is dedicat- in the Bay Area, or that she was
This
DAVE
ed to the memory of not much older than I am? In
the end, it was realizing that
MARSHALL
Amy Biehl.
My first column was supposed someone with so much potento be about the environment tial would never have the
and exploring the truth about chance to utilize it.
WRITER’S BLOCI.
I began to understand how
the environmental movement. I
had planned, researched and much I admired Amy’s courage
was about to put pen to paper and dedication. She reminded see so much potential wasted.
(finger tips to keyboard) when a me of others who had unselfish- Where I saw ideas and hope!
story I saw in the San Jose Merc. ly dedicated their lives to solving now see BMWs and apathy.
They set the stage for this
the world’s problems rather
caught my attention.
It was about the tragic death than merely complaining about generation to accomplish what
they set out to do, even though
of a young Stanford student them.
In her short life, Amy had most of them got sucked into
who had been killed in South
Africa a few weeks ago. I gone further and done more the Reagan "grab all that you
skimmed the article briefly at than most people ever dream of can 80s.
Much the same can be said
first, wanting desperately to get doing. Amy Biehl died while trying to help others create a bet- of this generation. We have the
my column done early.
same spirit that emerged in the
However I found myself want- ter world for themselves.
She had unselfishly dedicated 60’s but we are losing our
ing to know more about the
woman who had died so tragi- a year of her life for people she chance to change the world
cally. I wound 4p searching didn’t know; in the end, Amy because most of us feel the
through an entire stack of paid the ultimate price for her problems are insurmountable.
papers from the past couple of sacrifice.
Ask yourself this: When was
You don’t have to know the last time that anything easy
days.
She was, of course, Amy someone like Amy to admire was worth
doing?
Isn’t
Biehl, who was killed by a mob the courage and dedication she humankind supposed to love
as she drove three black friends possessed. Her story also makes challenges and the thrill of overme feel humble.
home on August 25.
coming them?
How many of us would willAfter reading her story and
Amy Biehl overcame the
seeing the picture of a happy, ingly give up a year of our lives biggest challenge of all. She
bright, beautiful 26-year-old to help others? How many of us went beyond the challenge of
woman, I had to take a moment are willing even to give up a few getting off her soapbox and getting her hands dirty.
to collect my thoughts because hours a week?
To most, myself included,
Amy’s story had touched a cord
The answer, sadly enough, is
the hardest step has always been
too few.
in me.
Our generation (those born climbing off our boxes and havI began trying to visualize
Amy’s tragic death, not out of in the sixties) claims to know the ing the courage to take action.
The first step has to be realizsome morbid curiosity but solutions to the problems that
ing that we can’t solve each and
because, from what I had read,! plague the world.
knew a bright shining light had
On any college campus on every problem before us unless
been extinguished for no appar- any given day, many of us stand we are willing to participate.
One person can’t possibly
up on our soap boxes and bitch.
ent reason.
What made it even worse was Our generation has even made solve all the world’s problems.
the fact that the perpetrators strides at solving some of the But Amy is a prime example of
had been people she had been problems, especially those that how even one person making
deal with the environment.
the smallest sacrifice can make a
trying to help.
Like the 60’s generation, we difference.
Amy had been at the University of the West Cape in South are in danger of losing our
Amy didn’t possess super
Africa for the past year working stride. Like the preceding gen- powers or any special abilities
on helping educating voters in eration, ours is slowly becoming other than the willingness and
preparation for the first truly a bunch of "complainers" rather courage to help others.
democratic elections in that than "doers".
She is no longer with us but
country’s history. Ten days
When I ponder Amy’s death the spirit of what she sacrificed
before she was to leave to attend and the loss of all the good and did should never be forgotschool at stanford Amy was bru- things she could have done with ten.
Amy was one of those few
tally murdered by a mob.
her life, I try and find some
precious lights that was trying to
Usually that would have been meaning.
the end for me and merit no
Simply put, Amy was a "doer". lead the world out of darkness.
further attention. Another She had gone beyond pointing We mourn the loss of Amy
tragedy on the front page along her finger at problems; she had Bich!, but not more so than the
with the other bad news. But set out to help solve them. In a people she helped.
something about Amy’s story year, she probably did more to
wouldn’t let me off so easily this make the world a better place
time.
Dave Marshall is a Daily staff
than most of us will dare to do
Was it the way she died, the in a lifetime.
columnist. His column appears
fact that she had gone to school
every other Wednesday.
I look back at the 60’s and

Letters to the Editor
Arms embargo on Muslims is wrong
Editor:
I was very happy to read Ben
Weinberg’s column (’Treat Bosnian Muslims as you would want
to be treated, " September 1).
What has been happening in
Bosnia to the Muslims there is
heart-wrenching and is completely unacceptable.
The Muslims never asked for
U.S. or European intervention;
they wanted free access to weapons to defend themselves.
Indeed, if it were the Mus-

lims attacking the Serbs, the
U.S. and Europe would not
have sat back and watched.
However, as a Muslim and an
American citizen, I would not
have wanted the U.S. to go in
and defend the Muslims.
However, the U.S. and the
U.N. had no right to impose an
arms embargo on the Muslims.
The Serbs had access to all
the weapons they could ever
need or use, while the Muslims
did not have the same access.

By imposing the arms embargo, the U.S. has sanctioned the
daily rapes, tortures and murders against the Muslims.
Everyone must be aware of
what is happening in that part
of the world and do all they can
to help lift the arms embargo
and, hopefully, it won’t he too
late to at least save the few that
are still alive.
Neveen Radwan
Senior, applied and COMPUiational mathematics

e’ve all seen the strategically-scattered slogans around campus;
we’ve all noted the colorful
scrawls designed to pique the curiosity that we
as human beings naturally possess. And now,
isn’t it time to have that curiosity satisfied?
’There Is No Question," accompanied by
one or more question marks, has been written on the ground for some reason, no
doubt.
After all, why would people bother to buy
sidewalk chalk, walk all over campus searching for suitable spots on which to make this
cryptic statement, and then most likely
wrench out their backs trying to cover the
pavement with their letters, all the while
avoiding the detection of passers-by?
I use the plural, "people," because evidently this is not the work orsolely one individual.
I realized this upon seeing the subtle differences in penmanship and the fact that some
were handwritten and some were printed.
It also would have been downright tiring if
one person had to make rounds over the
entire campus, all alone. Not that these observations required any advanced detective skills,
but it seems significant in suggesting the
involvement of a group rather than only one
person.
As the days went by, no new leads were
offered to us sidewalk-readers. The same enigmatic statement remained, as did the growing
curiosity.
Would new messages be chalked up at the
end of the week? Would some group materialize to reveal something profound to the rest
of us? Is this a new "underground slogan," or
perhaps just a joke?
Last week I decided to do a little investigating. I began to feel a bit like Oedipa Maas,
the main character in Thomas Pynchon’s
novel The Crying of Lot 99. To make a long
story short (though the novel itself is enjoyable and fast reading) she spends weeks trying to uncover the secrets of the perplexing
"Tristero," which she thinks is a world-wide
conspiracy of sorts. It leads her on a wild
goose chase, though in the process she does
make some interesting discoveries.
My first thought was to "ask around." I
asked my friends and acquaintances if the slogan meant anything to them; no one knew
what it meant, though all were eager to find
out. "Let us know what you turn up!" they
said hopefully, evidently placing their trust in
my investigative abilities.
My search next took me to the library. I
skimmed books of common slogans and mottoes and perused the latest edition of Bartlett’s
Familiar Quotations. I found nothing.
I turned to the UPD last week but the
police officers were no help either. They had
no idea what the slogan was referring to.
Reminded of the previous use of sidewalk
chalk messages during Gay and Lesbian Pride
Week, I called the Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
Alliance. I figured they probably were not
involved because their messages have always
been clear, not cryptic, but it seemed logical
to at least check.
The Art Quad was my next stop, where
many of the slogans could be seen. I studied
them, hoping for the inspiration that did not
come. I spoke to two administrators in the Art
building, hoping they would tell me this was
some extended project. They knew nothing.
My campus wanderings took me to the
Student Activities and Services Office, the Student Union Information Center, and the
Spartan Bookstore. Certainly someone working in these places would have some knowledge to share with me, right? Wrong.
Not wanting to limit my search to the SJSU
community, I even proffered my question to
my friends on a Bay Area computer bulletin
board, usually a wellspring of information on
just about any arcane subject. No one there
had heard of the slogan either.
The only comment that struck me was
from one user, who suggested "a small group
of extremists with an abundant clarity of purpose: ’we are right; there is no question about
it.’" This was thought-provoking, but helped
me along no further.
And so the question remained until I happened, by chance, to come upon that very slogan written on the ground right in front of a
TKE fraternity rush table.
When I looked up from the ground, I then
saw the same question marks which had been
haunting me all week. Only this time, they
were on the T-shirts of TKF. fraternity members, who were surrounding the table.
TKE member Rob Iverson said, "it’s just an
advertising scheme done to spark interest in
fraternity rush."
In that case, I guess there is no question
anymore.

Shari Kaplan is a Daily staff writei
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SpartaGuide
The San Jose
State calendar

TODAY
AFGAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION: First meeting, 2:30p.m., SU Confrence Rm, 2nd floor, call
Solaiman Harooni at (510) 487-2076.
AIESEC: New Members Meeting, 4:30 p.m., BC
208, call David at 924-3453.
BETA ALPHA PSI: Pledge Orientation, 3-4 p.m.,
SU Almaden Rm., 4-6 p.m., BC 208, call Charles
Moore at 279-0835.
BLACK STUDENT UNION: General Meeting,
refreshments, 6 p.m., Royce Hall Tutorial Room B
first floor, call Kofi Weusi-Puryear at 446-1020.
BSM CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Bible Study,
11:45 a.m., SU Montalvo Rm., call Margaret Allen
at 723-0500.
CAUVIECA PROJECT: Introduction Meeting, 6
p.m., Chicano Resource Library, call Javier Lopez at
294-7016.
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Co-op
Orientation, 12:30 p.m., SU Almaden Rm., call
Career Resource Center at 924-6033.
GALA: General meeting 5-7 p.m. in the SU
Almaden Rm, information 236-2002.
GREEK UFE/PANHELLENIC: Greek Forum, 10
a.m.-3 p.m., in front of Student Activities Office, call
Greek Life at 924-5969.
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION: Pizza
Night, 5:30 p.m. at Round Table Pizza, corner of
Berryessa and Capitol, call Laurie 251-1152.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP: Free BBQ,
11-1p.m., movie: Cool Hand Luke, 6p.m., call Tim
298-0204.
LISTENING HOUR/U. S. AIR FORCE: America’s Band in Blue Wind Quintet, 12:30-1:15, Music
Bldg. Concert Hall, call 924-4673.
PI ALPHA PHI: Barbeque Pit, 5-7 p.m., Barbeque Pit,
Orientation Meeting, 8:30 p.m., SU A.S. Council
Chambers, call 294-8726.
PHI DELTA THETA: House Tour, 7 p.m., 611 S.
8th St., call 947-9201.
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN: Student
Gallery Art Shows, 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Art Building,
call Marla Novo at 924-4330.
SIGMA CHI: Basketball and Barbecue, 4:30-7
p.m., 284 South 10th St., call Bill at 971-2012.
SJSU SKI AND SNOVVBOARD CLUB: Meeting,
7 p.m., SU Umuhum Rm., call Patty at 356-8347.
SJSU KENDO (& NAGINATA) CLUB: Regular
Practice, 6:30-7:30 p.m., Spartan Complex Rm.
218, call Malyne at 281-7382.
STUDENT CAUFORNIA TEACHERS ASSOCIATION: Organizational Meeting, 12-1 p.m., SH
331 (IMDC), call Dr. W. Konishi at 924-3738.
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Waitress gets most of
patron’s $500,000
CLEVELAND (AP) An
18-year-old waitress who
befriended an elderly restaurant patron will get most of
his $500,000 estate under settlement of a lawsuit challenging his will.
William Cruxton, 82, ate
lunch and dinner at Dink’s
Colonial Restaurant virtually
every day from the time of his
wife s death in 1989 to his
own on Nov. 9.
He left most of his estate to
waitress Cara Michelle Wood.
She helped Cruxton around
the house and helped handle
his bills. When Cruxton was
hospitalized last year, he kept
a photo of her by his bed.

(408) 924-3280
924-3282
924-3270
924-3277
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Older Americans to get prescription
drug benefits under Clinton plan
WASHINGI ON (Al’)
America’s 32 million elderly
would get major new prescription drug benefits under
Medicare for about $8 a month
as part of President Clinton’s
health reforms, the White
House has told advocates for
seniors.
The White House blueprint
also will feature long-term care
benefits for both the aged and
young people with serious disabilities, emphasizing home- and
community-based care instead of
institutions.
Both will be major selling
points with the elderly, who have
been hammered by rising medical costs despite the fact they
are the only age group that now
enjoys almost universal coverage.
John Rother, legislative director for the American Association
of Retired Persons, said Monday
that Clinton aides told him the
drug benefits will be worth $32
to $35 a month on average per
senior citizen.
Seniors will be asked to bear
25 percent of those costs or
roughly $8 to $8.75 in the
form of higher month IN
Medicare Part B premiums.
That premium, now $36.60,
helps pay doctor bills and other
out-of-hospital expenses.
In addition, they would have
to meet the $250 deductible and
pay 20 percent of the cost of
each prescription.
But that would still save hundreds of dollars for many seniors
with chronic ailments whose
medicine chests are filled with
expensive drugs.
"Right now, a lot of seniors
are forced to choose between
filling prescriptions and paying
for food and other necessities, "
said Ron Pollack, executive
director of Families USA Foundation, another advocacy group.
An administration official said
the elderly would be asked to
pay 20 percent of the costs of
the long-term care benefits on a
sliding scale. Those benefits will
be phased in over five years, with
states getting grants to furnish
the services.
Rother said he was told the
long-term benefits would be
worth $80 a month and would
ost the elderly roughly $20 a
month. The emphasis will be oil
services in the home, adult (lax
care centers and other commitnity facilities to help people
retain their independence.
Pollack said the benefits will
go to people who have trouble
with at least three of five essential daily activities: getting out of
bed, dressing, washing, using the
toilet and eating.
The services could include
help with cooking and cleaning,
not just medical care, he said.
Medicare is going to "be
under a lot of cost containment

pm essui e" under the Clinton
health plan, said Rother. But "it
looks right now like a worthwhile tradeoff."
Rep. Ron Wyden, D-Ore.,
who came to politics as a leader
of the Gray Panthers back in
Oregon, said, "Clearly the president has identified that the
major gaps for seniors are the
crushing costs of long-term care
and the enormous drug bills
they face. Many seniors are pay,

mg !note out of pia ket today
than when Medicare began in
1965."
But Wyden said, "It’s not
clear how those benefits are
going to be financed. The challenge for the administration is to
ensure that this doesn’t become
a shell game that cuts from core,
needed basic Medicare in order
to (pay for) long-term care and
prescription drugs."
While Clinton plans to

requite most Americans to buy
their health coverage through
new regional alliances in each
state, the Medicare program will
remain apart for the time being.
It also covers 3 million disabled
workers under 65.
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SJSU
TRANSPORTATION FAIR
SEPT. 9TH AND 10TH
9AM-3PM IN THE ART QUAD
(IN FRONT OF THE STUDENT UNION)

WIN A MOUNTAIN BIKE FROM
SPECIALIZEDTM BICYCLES"
Alternative transportation information &
personal trip planning assistance for:
Carpools-RIDES
Transit/Rail-Santa Clara County Trans.
Train-Cal Train
Bicycle Trips-Silicon Valley Bicycle Coalition
SJSU Traffic & Parking-SJSU Shuttle Bus
PG&E -Natural Gas & Electric Vehicles
Altrans-All of the above...
Free prizes: bicycles, Spartan Shop Gift
Certificate, t-shirts, water bottles, frisbees & pencils.
LEAVE YOUR CAR AT HOME DURING
"BEAT THE BACK-UP" WEEK, SEPT. 20TH TO 24TH.
WE’LL SHOW YOU HOW!
Event Sponsored by
SJSU Office of Traffic & Parking

FROM THE DIRECTOR OF TOP GUN AND BEVERLY HILLS COP 2
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Ultralight pilot’s finger restored after crash landing
HEMET (AP) A pilot who
brought his ultralight down on a
busy highway and then directed
traffic around it is recovering
after losing part of his finger in
the propeller.
Robert Dentice. 62. of Arcadia had surgery Monday to reattach the portion of his right

index finger and was recovering
at Methodist Hospital of Southern California in Arcadia.
"It amazes me. He’s pretty.
tough." said his inife, Helen.
Dentice :ind his friend, Raymond Britton, took off Monday
morning from the Lake Riverside area south of I lemet in two

ultralights, which resemble
motorized hang gliders, authorities said.
Dentice had engine trouble
and, because of the rugged terrain, had to land on Highway
371, which was packed with
Labor Dav holiday traffic, said
Sgt. Nick Gnatek of the River-

side County Sheriff’s Department.
Dentice landed safely and
began trying to push the ultralight off the road. But as waved
passing cars around it, the stillwhirling propeller cut off his
right index finger above the second knuckle, Gnatek said.

Britton tried to land to help
his friend, but wound up crashing in nearby brush. He was
unhurt.
The two men searched for
Dentice’s finger but were unable
to find it, so they flagged down a
passing car that took them to a
fire station four miles away,

where Dentice received first aid.
The men then got a ride to
Sharp Healthcare in Murrieta,
about 20 miles away.
Meanwhile, witnesses at the
crash site found Dentice’s finger,
which was relayed by a series of
sheriffs deputies to the Murrieta
hospital.

Police crack an
organized crime
ring in Bologna
BOLOGNA, Italy (AP)
Police arrested more than 150
people Tuesday and said they
smashed a crime ring that controlled the arms and drugs
trade in this northern city
The news agency ANSA said
the charges included murder,
drug trafficking, extortion and
arson.
Many of those arrested
belong to the Santagata and
Romeo crime families, which
allegedly built up a powerful
criminal organization in Pilastro, on the outskirts of Bologna.
Meanwhile in Catania, on
Sicily’s eastern coast, police
issued five arrest warrants,
including one to Benedetto
"Nitto" Santapaola, the Mafia’s
reputed No. 2 boss who was
arrested last May, and two of his
close associates. They were
charged with burning down several supermarkets after the
owners refused to pay $750,000
in protection money
In Enna, central Sicily,
authorities arrested nine people
and cracked a ring responsible
for extorting money from nearly 200 businesses and building
contractors.

Japan hopes to
strengthen its
fallen economy

(Offer expires only when you do.)

Get an AT&T Universal MasterCard and you’ll be eternally grateful.
Because it’s more than just a credit card that’s free of annual fees forever. It’s also an
AT&T Calling Card that currently gives you a 10% discount on already competitive
AT&T Calling Card rates. It’s all part of The i Plan:"
THE/PLAN-

lb apply come by our booth on campus or call
1 8(X) 438-8627

a

AT&T

TOKYO (AP) Officials presented gloomy assessments for
Japan’s economy today, raising
expectations that the government might add stronger measures to an economic stimulus
package to be announced later
this month.
Prime Minister Morihiro
Hosokawa told a gathering of
insurance executives that the
economy was in very serious
straits and in danger of "going
backward."
Economic ministers agreed at
a monthly meeting that moves
toward a recovery have stalled.
The government’s Economic
Planning Agency gave a similar
assessment in its monthly report,
also released today.
The agency said unseasonably
cold, wet weather further dampened consumer demand for
summer products like air conditioners and apparel.
The stimulus package to be
announced around Sept. 20 will
include a reduction in regulations that have hampered business expansion and blocked
Japanese consumers from benefits of a stronger yen.
Many expect the package to
also include monetary and fiscal
measures aimed at boosting the
economy.
Businessmen and economists
predicted that the central bank
would lower the 2.5 percent
interest it charges on loans to
commercial banks. Also, politicians in Tokyo and Washington
have called for a Japanese tax
cut.
The Bank of japan is expected to make the interest rate cut
sometime after the release Friday of the bank’s quarterly survey of business sentiment.
The stimulus package is
expected to be announced just
before Hosokawa goes to the
United States for his first meeting with President Clinton since
taking office last month.
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Soccer team defeats SFSU 1-0
1.
a,

The master and student

The SJSU soccer team
opened the regular season with
a 1-0 victory on Tuesday against
San Francisco State.
The only goal of the game
was scored by junior forward

r,
a

Brad Blackwell. The goal was
assisted by junior midfielder
Speticer Belideau.
SJSU goalkeeper Keith Bateman blocked 10 shot attempts
by SFSU.

SKI CHEAP!

Join the SJSU Ski Club

Come one, come all and join the hottest
club on campus. Now accepting
members for the 1993-94 SJSU Ski and
Snowboard Club. Join us in the
intense powder of Jackson Hole,
Wyoming.

0

First meeting: Thurs.. Sept. 9th, 7:00 pm
in the Umunhum Rm., Student Union.
r,

For info. call Patty at 356-8347

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR COMMUTE

ERIC S. HUFFMANSPAKI AN DAILY

Dan Clearly is thrown to the mat during a demonstration by guest
lecturer Keyvan Dehnad in a Judo class Tuesday. Dehnad is an inter-

national Judo referee from Switzerland. After his visit to SJSU he is
continuing on to Canada to referee a competition.

ii porkin9’s a problem for you, let Altrans show you another way.
W1t11 21 direct bus Ines to campus, we can create an Inclividuaized
program to meet your personal comrnuhng needs

To learn more, call

Duathlon raises money
for children’s hospital
By Daphne Dick

Srun Daily Staff Write’

second
annual
The
Duathlon, a run-bike-run race,
will be held Sunday at Calero
Park in San Jose.
Racers will run 2.5 miles, bike
1.5 miles and finish with another 2.5-mile run. According to
Andy Robles, President of J&A
Productions and the event promoter, more than 400 people
are expected to participate in
this event.
Relay teams will also compete, with one person running
and the other biking.
Promotional material from
J&A stated that the event is
designed for those who want to
challenge themselves and push
their limits and first timers are
encouraged to participate. The
sign-up deadline for Sunday’s

College Football
Schedule
No. 1 Florida State vs. No. 21
Clemson, 12:10 p.m.
No. 2 Alabama at Vanderbilt.
12:30 p.m.
No. 3 Michigan vs. No. I I
Notre Dame, Noon
No. 5 Texas A&M at No. 17
Oklahoma, 3:30 p.m.
at
Florida
7
No.
ketitucky,7p.m.
No. 8 Tennessee vs. No. 22
Georgia, 7:30 p.m.
No. 9 Nebraska vs. Texas
Tech, 2 p.m.
No. 10 Colorado vs. Baylor,
2:10 p.m.

race was Sept. 5. Applications
for November’s Championship
race will be acopted through
Oct. 31.
.
Prizes are awarded on a
point system. Racers with the
most points after both races will
receive the top prize money.
Second and third in each age
category will he awarded sporting equipment and clothing.
The prizes will only be awarded at the Championship race on
Nov. 7, which will be held at
Stevens Creek County Park. The
top male and female in the
under 40 age group and the
Masters over 40 age group will
each receive $100 in prize
money.
This is the first year the race
has raised funds for a charity.
Robles anticipates these events
will raise between $5,000 and

$6,000 for the Lucile Salter
Packard Children’s Hospital at
Stanford.
According to Mike McCully,
Director of Marketing, j&A Productions, sponsors have contributed between $1,200 and
$4,500 in cash and products:
everything from water bottles to
energy bars are donated.
Robles, an SJSU student
majoring in recreation and mu keting, started the event management company a year and a
half ago.
Many fraternities and sororities at SJSU will also be donating
their time for this event. Greg
Barr, President of Theta Chi Fraternity, said that it is a chance
for the fraternities and sororities
to do something good for the
community and have a good
time while doing it

Kindergarten to
High School
’Flexible hours
’Part-time position
*Transportation required

*Available immediately

$8 to $10 per
45 min session
call 408 978-7574

924-RIDE

The Spartans will face the
Cardinal on Saturday at
Stanford. Stanford leads
the series 37-10-1.
Look for the game preview
tomorrow.

You’ll

be glad you did.

AlTi -arts
Your Altornotivo Tranportotion Solution
Funded by SJSU Office of Traffic Policing

Call Today For FREE All Day Bus Pass

KIM BASINGER VAL KILMER
20 guards.
30 tons of steel.
A security system
second to none.
They said there wasn’t
a man on earth who could
pull off a bank job like this.
They were right.

This weekend in s oils
Friday:
New Mexico State University at UNLV tournament.
9p.m.
Volleyball at UC Santa Barbara
Soccer %s.

rRA

Saturday:
Football at Stanford, 12:30p.m.
Volleyball at UC Santa Barbara
Invitational, TBA
Sunday:
Soccer a UNI V.

Read about Mike Arzabal tomorrow
3
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45th ANNIVERSARY SALE I

for students from

The Big Game:

THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SEPTEMBER 9,
MANY
MANY
MANY

1 0, &

II

ITEMS AT 45% OFF
OR MORE! ONCE IN
45 YEARS SALE!

PALO ALTO ONLY:
SATURDAY SIFT. 11 OUTDOOR ART FESTIVAL
DEMONSTRATIONS, REFRESHMENTS, BALLOONS, EVENTS FOR THE KIDS’
10:00MA TO 4:00PM CALL FOR INFORMATION

ThEREAL
McCOY
1: Rat islt

.

;.’ 11

-111:
I

.111’

,T

unwersitr1rt center
DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE.:

Binteljeas.

SAN JOSE 318 PAGE ST. (4081 297-4707
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COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
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Ginney has playoff hopes
for SJSU volleyball team
By Bnan Cotton

Sparren"Dail% Stiff 1.1’nter

Erin Ginney, returning senior
and 1992 Second-team All-Big
West Conference selection, has
nothing but high hopes and
aspirations for this year’s season.
"One of my main goals is to

go to the playoffs this year," said
Ginney.
"The last time I went was
when I was a freshman, and I
didn’t even suit up."
Ginnev, who led the Spartans
in kills (320) and digs (306),
returns as co-captain. Although

SORORITY

RUSH
September 8 & 9
Greek Forum

Meet all the sororities and fraternities in
an informal setting. Near the Student
Activities Office.

September 10-13
Sorority Rush
Meet the sorority women of SJSU and
visit each of the sorority houses during
scheduled events.

A011Aci)0XS2AFAZKA
For More Information Contact:
Coordinator of Greek Life
One Washington Square
San Jose, CA 95192-0038
(408) 924-5969

Sponsored by:
PR.SU

%TER

she admits she has not been very
vocal in the past, she feels ready
for the job.
"I like the co-captain role a
lot," Ginney said.
"I’ve been looking forward to
taking a more leadership position."
"I don’t want to be a real
dominant person," she said."!
really want to work on bringing
the team together. I want to be
able to go up to other players
and give constructive criticism
and I want people to do that to
me."
"She doesn’t get really excited
on the court," said teammate
Cristin Rossman. "She focuses
mainly on what she wants to do."
"She’s a real intense player,"
said teammate Tanya Hart. "I
thrive off of her strength and
power when we’re on the court."
The intense playof Ginney
got her the MVP honors in the
Dan Gamel Invitational Tournament at Fresno last weekend.
Ginney’s outlook on the season is a positive one.
With a new head coach, a
new team attitude, and style of
play, along with a 4-0 start, the
Spartans may be on their way to
fulfilling Ginney’s playoff goals.
Head coach Craig Choate has
brought a new philosophy and a
new way of playing to the Spartans this year, Ginney said.
"With Craig we have a whole
set of blocking rules, and types
of blocking," Ginney said.
"I was really excited for the
season to start because of his
philosophy about volleyball.
(This summer) he didn’t talk
about volleyball much, but he
did want us getting stronger."
With addition to more
emphasis on blocking, Choate
has toughened up the team with
a new style of practicing, said
Ginney.
"He doesn’t let us practice at
a very slow pace," she said. -He’ll

WORK SMARTER.
NOT HARDER.
Engineering student!
Smart.
Math or science
major? Also smart.
On tests, you probably run
equations over again to make
sure they’re right. So you’re
working harder.
You don’t have to do that
anymore. Not when you use
the 11-68 Advanced Scientific
or T1-85 Graphics Calculator,
with their last equation replay
feature and many other
smart functions.
We’ve spent years with
students like you

and educators like your professors to develop the11-68 and
the 11-85. That’s why they’re
so highly recommended.
For engineering students, the
TI-68 solves up to five simultaneous equations, has complex
number functions and offers
formula programming.
The 11-85 builds on the
power of the 11-68 by adding a
wide range of graphing capabilities. Math students can handle
calculus problems more easily.
And technical students can see
the functions for a better
understanding of problems.
The 11-85 alp handles

complex numbers. Matrices.
Vectors. Lists. Strings. Plus, it
offers a powerful one-equation
SOLVER.
Try a 11-68 or11-85 at
your local TI retailer today.
And start working smarter.
Instead of harder.

run us and make us use our
heads and concentrate.
"Before, a lot of practices
were useless because we’d practice at that slow pace. If we practice like that, we re going to play
like that."
All of this has brought more
energy to the team, according to
Ginney.
Getting to the playoffs is not
that easy when you play in the
best conference in the nation,
according to Ginney.
She does feel the Spartans
have the potential to get there
this year.
"If we effectively play our
game and play aggressive against
Irvine and Nevada, I think we
have a very good shot," said Ginney.
Concerns over nationally
ranked teams in the conference
such as Long Beach and University of Pacific is not much of a
concern for Ginney.
"I’m more worned about the
easier teams," said Ginney. "Last
year if we hadn’t lost to Irvine,
we would have been in the playoffs."
Off the court, Ginney spends
a lot of time working towards
her degree in speech pathology.
"I’m real impressed with her
off the court," Choate said.
"She’s real mature. She’s going
after her studies big time and
plans on going to graduate
school."
"I really don’t go out a lot,"
said Ginney. "I spend a lot of
time studying. In my spare time
I like mountain biking and visiting my family in Tahoe."
Teammates describe her as a
very mellow, relaxed person off
of the court.
Like all collegiate athletes,
Gin ney must move on after
graduation, which she plans on
doing this December.
She says that not playing volleyball is going to be hard

ERIC S. HUFFMANSPARTAN DAILY

Senior Erin Ginney warms up during practice on Wednesday afternoon. Ginney is a fifth year player with the Spartan volleyball team
and was named MVP at a tournament in Fresno last week.
"because it’s been a part of my
life since the eighth grade. I’ve
had sports all year around: volleyball, skiing, basketball, track.
It s going to he hard not having
to practice."
She plans on keeping busy
after she graduates by participating in local biathalons or playing
in the National College ’Volleyball Association Grass Tournament.
Volleyball, in some ways, has

This date in tennis...
1940 Donald McNeil beats
Bobby Riggs after losing the
first two sets to capture the U.S.
Lawn Tennis Association title.
Alice Marble wins her third
straight women’s title with a
two-set triumph over Helen
Jacobs.
1956 Australia’s Ken
Rosewell wins the U.S. Lawn
Tennis Association title with a
four-set victory over Lewis
Hoad. Shirley Fry beats Althea
Gibson 6-3, 6-4 for the women’s
1968 Arthur Ashe wins the
U.S. Open by beating Tom
Okker 14-12, 5-7, 6-3, 3-6, 6-3.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

1974 Jimmy Connors romp,
to a 6-1, 6-0, 6-1 victory over
Ken Rose,vall to win the U.S.
Open.
1978 Chris Evert beats 16year-old Pam Shriver 7-5, 6-4 to
win her fourth straight
women’s singles title in the U.S.
Open.
1979 John McEnroe beats
Vitas Gerulaitas in three sets to
win the U.S. Open.
1984 John McEnroe beats
Ivan Lendl 6-3, 6-4, 6-1 to win
his fourth U.S. Open.
1989 Stern Graf wins her
third major tournament of the
year, beating Navratilova.

Without diet pills, drugs or

prepared Ginney for the future.
"I love volleyball a lot, it’s
meant so much to me," Ginney
said.
"It really changed who I am. I
have a much better work ethic.
Self-motivation is so overwhelming to me now."
Her next step is going to
graduate school. Where she’ll be
attending is unknown, but five
schools have received her application.

Sports
Quiz

Q.

Which former
SJSU baseball players currently play
in the Major
Leagues?

Last week’s answer:
Richard Nixon
Congratulations
to last week’s winner:
Cathy Dougherty, senior
Please submit answers to Dwight
Benton Hall, Room 209. One
winner will be chosen at random
from all correct answers. The
winner will receive a certificate for a two-scoop sundae
or Regular shake at Baskin
Robbins on Story and White
Roads. The winners name will be
printed thefollowing week

special food supplements
Using self-guided imagery learned
at the SLYMMETRY-Seminar
DATE: Saturday Oct 9, 1993
TIME: either 8:30AM-12:30PM or 1:30 - 5:30PM
LOCATION Holiday Inn at Park Center Plaza
282 Almaden Blvd , San Jose, CA.
COST: $125 (Students $80)
SlymmetriSeminar Presented by:
Stephen Redmond, M.D., M.P.H.
Specialist in Preventive Medicine
Graduate of NYU Medical School

Sports Quiz appears
every week.

WST
Registration
Deadline
September 9

and UC Berkeley.
Fill out the bottom slip and send it plus a check or money order to:
Stephen Redmond, M.D., M.PH
18550 Saint Louise Drive, #201
Morgan Hill, Ca 95037 or call: 408-778-3837
(make check payable to: Stephen Redmond, MD)

Don’t Wait!
Test Date:
Oct. 2, 1993

Name:
Address:
Phone:

0 !MI Texas Instr,,enet In....,poexed

1)4000101A

Choice of seminar time: [18:30 AM - 12:30 PM
(choose one)
01:30 PM - 5:30 PM

A

$25 fee
Pay at cashier’s office
Wahlquist Central
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South Bay 0 Nearly half of adults lack
literacy skills needed for
Watch
workplace in the U.S.
Apple Computer enters
IBM-compatible market
SAN JOSE (AP) - Apple
Computer Inc., under pressure
to boost profits and retain its
share of the volatile personal
computer market, is moving to
take a bite out of the IBM-compatible market.
Apple introduced this week
its first-ever computer hardware
designed for arch-rival IBM and
IBM-compatible computers.
The "CD Multimedia Kit for
PCs" is for machines made by
International
Business
Machines Corp. and other PCs
that run on Intel Corp. microprocessors.
Microprocessors are the
brains that make computers
work. Macs currently run on
Motorola Corp. microprocessors, although it will begin a
transition next year to the more
powerful PowerPC chip codeveloped with IBM and
Motorola.
Historically, Apple has produced software that run only
on Macintosh’s proprietary
operating system. But recently
Apple has pushed heavily into
the IBM-PC market by making
versions of software applications
that can work on both Macs
and PCs.
The multimedia kit is
Apple’s first foray into the IBMcompatible hardware business.
Analysts say it represents a
recognition by Apple that it
should capitalize on its lead in
the multimedia field and
broaden its appeal to users of
IBM systems.

WASHINGTON (AP) Nearly half of adult Americans
read and write so poorly that
they are unable to function
effectively in the workplace,
according to a report released
Wednesday by the Department
of Education.
Education officials stopped
short of using the word "illiterate" to describe even those at
the lowest ability levels, saying
many have rudimentary reading, writing and math skills.
"In many ways Americans are
better educated than ever
before, but the demand for
skills is continuing to rise," said
Deputy Education Secretary
Madeline Kunin. "It’s a question of keeping pace, and that’s
where we’re not succeeding."
The 90 million people with
poor literacy skills represents 47
percent of the nation’s 191 million adults.
"The number is shocking but

that doesn’t surprise me," Education Secretary Dick Riley said
after revealing the survey
results.
He noted that many of those
with low reading, writing and
math skills also live in poverty.
The study, by the Education
Department’s National Center
for Educational Statistics, showed that those functioning at the
higher skill levels were more
likely to be employed, work
more weeks in a year and earn
higher wages than those at the
lower levels.
For instance, those functioning at the lowest of five proficiency levels reported working
an average of 18 to 19 weeks in
1991, while those at the highest
three levels reported working
on average between 34 and 44
weeks.
Also, those with the lowest
level skills earned a median
weekly salary of $230 to $245,

compared with $620 to $680 for
those at the highest level.
According to the study, 90
million adults function at the
lowest two proficiency levels, 61
million have middle-level skills,
and 34 million to 40 million are
at the two highest proficiency
levels.

Secrecy persists

Japan’s taboo on discussing cancer is crumbling
TOKYO (AP) - The popular TV variety-show host was
grim but calm. He faced the
cameras and said bluntly: "I
have cancer."
Masataka Itsumi’s disclosure
may be the latest sign that the
cancer stigma is finally breaking
down in a country where, unlike
the United States, the topic has
traditionally been taboo.
Cancer is the country’s No. 1
killer, claiming more than
230,000 lives a year. Despite the

numbers of people affected, the
subject has long been shrouded
in secrecy and silence.
As a rule, Japanese are reluctant to tell anyone other than
family if they have cancer. And
doctors often lie to patients
about a cancer diagnosis, fearing they would be demoralized
and weakened by the truth.
Polls indicate most people
would prefer to be told if they
have cancer. But health authonties have estimated as few as one

in five cancer patients is given a
truthful diaposis.
"The patient is very afraid to
hear of having cancer, so many
doctors just don’t tell," said Dr.
Tsunero Kawai of the National
Cancer Center. "But if we don’t
tell the truth, it’s bad for the
doctor-patient relationship. So I
think this is beginning to
change."
He said the intense public
interest in the Itsumi case reflected curiosity about the subject.

Khmer Rouge suggests
throwing feces at U.N.
chief as a retaliations
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
(AP) - The Khmer Rouge
today accused the U.N. peacekeeping mission of spreading
AIDS in Cambodia and suggested that people throw feces in
the mission chiefs face.
The guerrilla group, which
defied
the peacekeepers’
attempts to bring democracy to
Cambodia, has been relatively
quiet on the battlefield but has
stepped up its anti-U.N. rhetoric
as the 18-month mission prepares to end.
All U.N. military personnel
are to leave the country by Nov.
15.
Meanwhile, a government
spokesman indicated that Head
of State Prince Norodom
Sihanouk might pardon the

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Walled. The
classified coltanne of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED SETS: Queen: $85. Rd: $75.
Twin: $65. Bunkbeds: $125.
Daybed: $65. Brass queen with
mattress set: $285. Everything
newl! 998-2337.
ALE CABINET,desk, bookshelf,
table & stacking chairs for sale.
Call 264-1662.

HELP WANTED

BUDDIST MEDITATION CLASSES.
Wednesday evenings near SJSU. ACTRESS FOR ROLE in "Sword
Sorcery’ adventure film. $95.00 a
Saraha Center 297.6840.
day. Acting experience or training
100% PURE ADRENAUNE 111111 required. Andy 9933820.
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10.000 feet at the Bay Area’s WANTED READERS & TEST
only sky-Jiving center. Come join us proctors to assist disabled stufor a tandem jump and enjoy your dents. Contact Disabled Student
first skydive with only 45 minutes Services: 924-6000.
of training. For the true thrill seeker, try an accelerated freefall MAC/WINDOWS SPECIAUST in
course and find yourself on the tech support & network mgmt.
fastest road to becoming a need 2+ yrs exp providing support
certified skydiver, starting with a sa to Mac/Wirdcws/00S users. Noirell a
hour class and a mile long freefall +. Must be people person. Resume
the same day. Videos of your jump 2555 Park #7, Palo Alto, CA94306.
also available. Owned and operated by SJSU students and grads. MOBILE Cds WANTED
For more info call (510)6347575. Hiring mobile Ws. We supply
equipment & music. Must be availWANTED: Psychology Volunteers able Fridays & Saturdays after 3.
Reach out 4 hours per week as a Call M-F. 12 to 6.408/496-6116.
Community Friend, providing social
support to those who endure SECURITY: RILL OR PART TIME
mental illness. We train. Call Full training. $7.00- $8.00 /hour.
Weekly Pay checks
(408)4360606.
Excellent Benefits
Credit Union
WANT TO KNOW THE SCORE?
Medical/Dental Insurance
Call Sport/Entertainment line
Vacation Pay
1-900-990.5505 ext. 460. $2.00
Referral Bonus
per min. 18 or older. Touch phone
required. Avg. call 3 min. Lizzey Ni. Apply Monday Friday 8 am,-5 pm.
Yawned &murky Sonless
Anchorage AK.
3212 Scott Bled. Santa Clara,
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE CA 95054. Near 101. at San
You need exposure to succeed in Tomas Espy. & Olcott. Equal
MODEUNG. Now you can pit your Opportunity Employer.
photo and information in front
of 100’s of the top advertising OLSTEN - 50 CLERICAL OPENINGS
agencies NATIONWIDE! Your for electronic convention. Customer
chance to be seen!!! Call TOM service skills required to work in
Santa Clara location. Candidates
for details. (408)2439737.
must have keyboard skills & basic
computer familiarity. Also must be
able to stand most of the day & be
’88 HONDA CRX: 5 op, 98k nibs, easy going & flexible. This will be a
fun
& informative opportunity. We
red,
alarm,
cassette,
AC. AM/FM
need top notch people! Please
$5,000. Call 5107907079.
call 246-4220. Olsten Staffing
’52 HONDA ACCORD 4 dr. 5 spd, Services. 3550 Stevens Creek
a/c, p/c, stereo, 1 owner, 110K, Blvd. #120 San Jose, CA 95117.
Great condition $2,800. 408/
288.2227. Eves: 408/997-7313. GOOD WITH PEOPLE? Gain
experience in merchandising and
customer service. P/T 10 hrs/wk.
Aura INSURANCE
Make your own schedule. Valid
Campus Insurance Service
license and vehicle required.
Special Student Programs
Jon:
818/916-3372.
years
for
20
Serving SJSU
"Great Rates for Good DrNers"
Mein pet) flu 40 hrs. 2
NANO
Drivers"
’Good Rates for Non-Good
children. Energetic playful person
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
& driving record req.
refs.
w/exc.
"Good Student"
415/366-2228.
"Family Multicar
CALL TODAY 296-5270
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIROO. Earn
FREE QUOTE
up to $2,000+/month + world tray
40 HASSLE - NO OBUGAT1ON
el (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
etc.). Summer and career employ
’85 YAMAHA RNA 1802 Scooter merit available. No experience
Fay legal. blk, to miles, trunk, wind necessary. For more information
call 1.206-6340468 ext. C6041.
shield. cover. $1,400. 295-8447.

AUTOMOTIVE

MUNI
TANDY Word Processor. Brand
new! Many functions. Great W.P.
$380. a best aner. Call 924.5388.
SEGA DAME bedew smesm. Swe
11. Backup & playback. Hundreds of
games in floppy. Mike 534-4151.

Khmer Rouge for killing hundreds of thousands of Cambodians during its fanatical rule in
the 1970s.
Sihanouk, who will serve as a
king with limited powers under
the new constitution, is to hold
talks with the Khmer Rouge in
Phnom Penh in October. "Our
idea is that the Khmer Rouge
should return to the Cambodian community," government
spokesman Ek Sereywath told a
news conference. "It’s not good
for them to stay in the jungle."
The Khmer Rouge was driven from power after Vietnam
invaded in 1978. They signed a
1991 U.N.-brokered accord that
was supposed to bring peace to
the country, but boycotted U.N.supervised elections in May.

Phone: 924-3277 MI FAX: 924-3282
SALES / MANAGEMENT positions
available for career oriented
individual in the health fitness field.
America’s Best corporation has
had over a 900% growth rate over
the past 4 years and has locations
throughout the entire bay area. If
you are an eager & self motivated
individual looking to start off right,
we will glee you a chance. Salaries.
commissions, bonuses, trips &
benefits, 14K 31K annual. Please
fax your resume to (510) 7130850 and call 1-800-883-KICK.
Ask for Mr. Benyessa.

HOUSING
$275. SINGLE RM. UTIL. INCL.
Krtch/laundry env. Share bath. Tel.
sep. No smoking. Intl heath env.
Capitol Expy./Helrver park. Hill loc.
Phone Jim 226-9938, Ai. msg.

QUALITY OF LIVING & STUDY
Willow Gardens Apartments
1750 Stokes Street. 998-0300.
The best in Willow Glen area.
Spacious 2 bdrm./2 bath & 3
bdrm./2 bath. Recreation room
w/wet bar, fitness center, pool &
saunas. For move in special, call
GET A REAL JOB! Vector, an 408/998-0300.
international chain aggressively
expanding in the Bay Area, com- 2 BDRM APARTMENT S750/MO.
bines good pay with practical mar- * Security tilt* building
Secure parking
ketable experience for your
Close in
resume. Starting pay $12.25 /hr.
Modern building
Earn $245./week part-time
Free Basic Cable service
Retail sales/customer service
Laundry room
Flexible hours set around school
No experience is necessary Village Apartments.
Extensive training provided 576 S. 5th St. (408)295-6893.
100 scholarships awarded
Can earn units at S.J.S.U. 780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Apply in person at our San Jose 2 bedroom./2 bath start $745.
headquarters, conveniently located 1. bdrm. /1 bath- $595. Walk or
near SJSU at 525 Race Street. ride bike to school. Very clean,
Call 280-5195 for times to apply. roomy & remodeled. Secured
For Milpitas office. call 262-8070 entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
TV. Ample parking. Call 288.9157
or 510.796-2142.
OOTH ATTENDANT. We do flea
markets, trade shows, art/craft
shows. PT/FT available. Good
license & vehicle required. Neat
job. Steve: 292-2430.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Now hiring teachers & substitutes
for school age child care programs
and preschool programs. Teachers
and subs must have minimum 6
units in education, recreation, or
child development. Full and part
time shifts , job sharing and flexible hours for students. $6. - $8.
per hour. Medical, dental, and eye
care benefits for 30+ hours weekly. Great job for male or female
students. Call 408/257-7320.
MANAGER/MGR. TRAINEE Small
mattress shop. Close to SJSU.
FT/PT flexible hours. Informal
atmosphere. Jeans OK. Reliable
only. Mark: 408/2945478.
FRATSI SORORMESI
Student Groups!
Raise as much as you
want in one week!
5100 ... $600... $15001
Market applications for VISA.
Mastercard, MCI,
Amoco, etc. Call for
your Free T-shirt and
to qualify for Free Trip to
lvTIV Spring Break ’94.
Call 1800950-1039, ext. 75.
LEARN TO BE A LOAN OFFICER.
Excellent ground floor opportunity.
You could be making up to
$35.000.00 your first yearl
To learn how, call 378.8088 for an
appointment or fax 378.8089.

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make up to 52.000-i/mo. teaching
basic conversational English
PART TIME DELIVERY PERSON: abroad. Japan. Taiwan, and S.
deliver office supplies to downtown Korea. Many provide room & board
business. Bicycle & car. M-F flex. 4- other benefits. No previous train
ing required. For more information
Alan 2939013s 104.
call 1-206632.1146 ext. /6041.
TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS P/T
inst. for elementary schools. POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Degree not required. Work around Many positions. Great benefits.
your classes. 408-287-8025. Call 1.806436-4385 Ext. P-3310.
EOE/AAE.

STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS.
2 bed/2 bath apt, available now.
4 blocks from campus. Free cable
TV. water 8. garbage. Off street
parking available. Several units
starting at $710.00/mo. Call Dan
at 295-5256.
1 BDRM: 6575. STUDIO: 4525.
dep: $300. 3 blocks from SJSU.
1 week free! HMS 997-7100 x335.
2 DR/2 BMX 8700. 1 Br/room-mate shares available. 555 So,
10th St. at Williams. 297-7554.

THE PRICE YOU WANT...
AND THE SPACE YOU NEED!
Large studio, 1 8,2 bedroom arts.
just minutes from SJSU!
Call Timbemood Apts.
CO 5786800.

SERVICES
50% DISCOUNll
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!!
Eye Liner Ups - Eyebrows.
Expires December 15.1993.
4083793500
Has Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell, CA 95008.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST with
B.A. and 15 years experience. Now
accepting students wishing to
excel’ at guitar or bass. All styles
welcome: Rock. R&B, Jay, Fusion,
Blues, Folk. Reggae, and Funk.
Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced
are welcome. Bill: 408/298.6124.

DO YOU want a computer search
done to find schourships for you?
Many sources available. 80%
require no GPA or have no income
limitations. Call or write: Unique
NEED COLLEGE/CAREER INFO? Service Co. P.O. Box 867, Millbrae.
Live counselor, MA., local college CA 94030. (415)692-4847.
exp. Each call treated as individual
appt. Additional info mailed. Ill MONEY FOR COLLEGE 111
don’t have the answer to your Money is waiting for you right now
question, I’ll get it and call from Private Scholarships, Grants
you back! Call 900-505-CCIS, and Fellowships. No Financial
95,/mm. Mon.-Thurs. 2-8 pm. Need and No GPA minimum
Recorded info 24 hours/day. 10% required. For FREE literature packof net profits support local educa- age. CALL NOW! 408.993-7208.
tion programs. College Career Access/control #2081993.
Information Services.
WANT MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
Scholarship Matching
WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDERAL
No GPA or need qualifications
CREDIT UNION
Money back guarantee
’STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS"
Information & application:
Membership open exclusively
JW Scholarship Matching Service
to SJSU Students. Alumni, and
P.O. Box 53450
Advisory Faculty!
San Jose. CA 95153-0450
Services include:
408629.8886.
Auto Loans $ Personal Loans
$ Debt Consolidation Loans $
FOR COLLEGE US
MONEY
SSS
Share (savings) & CD Accts.
We can match you scholarships.
Exceptional Rates!!!
grants for only $59. No GPA or
Convenient location:
need requirements. For info:
48S. 7th Street, Suite 201
Atkinson Scholarship Services.
San Jose, CA 95112
408/22583M. 445 Beth, Si, 95111.
Call for more info:
(408)947-7273.
NEED MORE $SS FOR COLLEGE?
WRMNG, RESEARCH, EDMNG.
Versatile, expert staff.
ESL students a specialty.
800777-7901.

MEN AND WOMEN- BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest - Lip- Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. first appt.
1/2 price if made before Dec. 15, SERVICES FINANCIAL
1993. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
DON’T PAY MI
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Don’t pay 570.- 5100. for a scholCampbell . (408)379-3500.
arship search. Get sauces NOW!
Call Scholar-Dollar5 today!!
GATEWAY APTS.
$2. min. 5
1968W23 e&
2 blocks from campus.
met. mac 18 or older. U mone req.
2 td./2 ba., 900-1,000 sq. ft.
save even more, order our book
Ideal for up to 4 students.
Scholarships, Grants and Loans’.
Free cable. Underground parking.
Contains dozens of money sources
Security gates. Game roan.
time saving tips. Order today!
4th
&
William.
room.
&
Laundry
Only $5.95 to Scholar-DoliarS. P.O.
Rents starting at $750./mo.
Box456 Mt. Herman, CA 95041.
Call mgr. 947-0803.
30 day M/B Guarantee. Allow 4-6
aka. Strauss Ent. 408-625-1910.

ma

Write Or Call

For Scholarship and Grant Info
College Educational
Financial Aid Consultancy
P.O. Box 3017
Stanford, CA 94309
141513610432.

in APA. Spelling. punctuation and
grammatical ed,t.ng Free disc
storage. All work guaranteed! Worry
free, dependable, and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time! Cali
PAM 247-2681 (Sam-80m) plus
Sew Addllonsi 10% Per Retsina
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing.
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, letters. etc
All formats. especially APA
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available.
Almaden / Branham area.
Lnda (408) 264-4504,
Theses/Proamb/Temi Papers.
Call Marsha at 266-9448 for full
service word processing: edit for
vocabulary, grammar, sentence
structure. punctuation: format
(APA, Turabian. MLA): tabie/grapt)
preparation, custom post-script
laser printing. Also edit disks)
Resume, cove’ letter preparation.
InternatIonsi Students Welcome!
Willow Glen area. 7.30am-8:30pm
HATE TO TYPEI
I
if this got your attention, give yourself a break. Let me do rt for you!
$1.00.
Pick up and delivery
Resumes, term papers & theses
APA format. 52.00 per double
soaced page / 5.00 minimum. Call
Julie 998-8354.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science arid English papers the
sea our specialty. Laser printing.
Free spell check and storage.
APA. Turabian and other formats.
WORD PROCESSING Resumes. editing. graphics
and other services available.
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul a Virginia 408-251-0449.
Professional Word Process
Theses. Term Papers, Nursing &
Group Projects, Resumes, Letters. PLACE YOUR ADVERTISEMENT
Daiiv Classified!
Manuscnas. etc. WordPerfect 5.1. ri the SOW".
3277!
,
HP Laser II. All formats, specializing QuestbrsT

DAILY CLASSIRECI--ADVERT1SING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad hors. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words,

DEJODOODEDEODEIDOEI=ELTIT1OFOOLInEIL
OMODOODOODOODEIOMOOODIJODEIEFOE
DOEIJEDOODOOLJOODODECOODOODa1)1 COL
ODOCCOODOEIFF7MOODOE1771711EIOFT777
NEN,

Ad Rats:

3 -line minimum
Da a
Two Three
Days
DAVI
DIN
3 Knee
$7
$9
$5
$10
4 lines
$e
$6
$11
5 Ilnee
$7
$9
$52
6 Knee
$10
$8
$1 for each additional line

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

After the fifth day, rote Increases by $t per day.
First line (25 spaces) in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold lot $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 lines’ $90.
15-19 lines. $110

Address

Please check
yourtlassd ication:

sie

Send check or ,c ’r-y order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University,
San Jose, CA., 95192.0149
Classified desk is located in Dwght (lentel Mall. Room 209
Deadline Two days Wore publication SAN ads are prepaid
No refunds on cancelled ads
Consecutive publications dates Only
QUESTIONS? CALL 1408) 5344277

Annourx. erne, t.
- Automotive
- Electronics
- For Sale
- Greek
- Help Wanted
- Housing
- Lost and Found
- Services
- Services Financial
- Tray**
- Tutoring
- Word Processing
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Graham
From page
mittee, said the recent offer to Graham
is a definite beginning.
"I still want him to stay," she said.
"He is a great physician, and it would
really be a loss to studelits if he left."
SHAG member Tomi Kawasaki
agreed.
"We’re very happy he’s still here,"
she said. "But, we’re still upset he’s not
permanent."
As another result of their protest,
Kawasaki said students will now be invited to participate on all health service

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

staff selection committees, which was
not the case for Graham’s selection
committee. In the past they had been
asked for input and opinions, but were
not part of the comnuttee.
Latta said he has no objection to student involvement in the hiring process
and in fact welcomes their participation.
During a search this summer for two
permanent physicians in Health Service, Graham became one of four finalists. But, according to Graham, he was
disqualified in the final moments of hiring when infOrmation of an alleged
incident that occurred during his
career in the U.S. Army surfaced in a
routine reference check by Lana.

Graham would not disclose what the
incident was, but said because of his
sexual (nictitation, the army had hoped
to use the allegation to displace him
from the service. The allegation was
never proved and was eventually
dropped.
When asked if he plans any further
protest concerning the permanent
position in Health Service, Graham
said he was not sure what his next step
would be. But if another permanent
position does not open up soon, he
said he will be forced to look elsewhere
for permanent employment.
Graham has been a consulting physician for SJSU Health Service since
spring 1992.

Condom

SPARTAN DAILY

"I think that the Condom Co-op is a
rat idea," said SJSU grad Dave Emigh.
I know when I lived in the dorms we
had nothing like that, and a lot of kids
got into trouble."
The Condom Co-op offers its services in a variety of ways. A booth is
often set-up in front of the Student
Union in order to bring the services to
the students. Educators give presentations to sororities, fraternities, classes
and clubs throughout the university.
"It’s really amazing to see different
people’s responses when we set up our
booth outside," Kawasaki said. "Many
people don’t like us there, we have even
been called ’sinners against God.’
"What is important, though, is that
our condoms are bought. and used."

From page I
The most common reason why
condoms don’t work is that people do
not use them.
Condoms can become expired.
Always check the expiration date before
using one. If a date is not marked, add
five years to the manufacturer’s date to
see when the condom should expire.
When putting a condom on, be
sure to watch both your and your partner’s nails.
If a condom is not lubricated, a
lubricant should be used or the condom has a higher chance of breaking.
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CHARGE BY PHONE. 5I01/62BASS 408/9911BASS
BILL GRAHAM PRESENTS

Everience the FullSound- ofYour Spirit
Music For The Mind and Body
If you enjoy singing or playing
an instrument, please join us:
Sunday Evenings
@ 6pm Mass(Campus Ministry Center)
or
@ 8pm Mass(St. Joseph’s Cathedral)

Practices Are
Tuesday Evenings @ 7pm
Dinner and Practice
at
10th and San Carlos
Campus Ministry Center
11
MYNA RAROFF SPARTAN DAILY

Geoff Quillin, a sophomore aviation major, enjoys getting wet on a very hot Wednesday. Being a Resident Advisor for Joe
West Hall, the Aquatic Center is a convenient place for him to relax, cool off, and have some fun with friends.

1)4. STS(

Contact Father Mark Neary at 298-0204

The Spartan Daily
needs you!
Has someone inspired you?
Helped you out in a bind?
Were looking for
People Helping People.
Call 924-3280.

I he parkinglot by the
.tuclent Union is the perfe, t
place for an ATM

What’s a Student Union?

Free Consulting with thi ; Ad
Acne and Scar
Treatment Center
Fast Results-No Drugs
Affordable

Have you discovered the Great Western Bank ATM in the parking lot by the Student
Union? You can get cash 24 hours a day, 7days a week. It will accept any ATM card that
bears a CIRRUS! STAR SYSTEM’or PLUSH symbol. There’s no charge when you use a
Great Western Bank ATM card at our ATMs. To get your card, simply open a checking
account with us. Great Westem.We’ll always be there ’M

408-257-5841

La Rose Skin Care
Before

Cupertino Medical & Professional Center
10311 S De Arm Blvd. 04

After

GREAT WESTERN BANK
\I rdcral
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Multi-Media Tribute to
El Dia De Los Muertos
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THE RETURN OF OmaRy HOUSEWIVES
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COMMUNICATE IN COLOR
COLOR LASER COPIES
’Presentations
Displays
*Charts & Graphs

Transparencies
*Sales Flyers
*Copy From Slides
Plain 2P0101,
8r)(11" White

COLOR I
COPIES
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the copy center

252-7821 I
1821 Soralogo Ave I
12954336
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I can see that basic assumptions about the
What is objectivity? lam going to try to
nature of knowledge itself undergird the stately
answer that question objectively. (snicker)
palais de science. I must turn bravely toward
Objective is what journalists are supposed to
philosophy.
be. (snicker, snicker, howl) But I read someI think I’ll start by looking updare I say
where recently, that another quality often passes
it"objectivism." One definition of the doctrine
itself off as objectivity: authority.
I guess that’s what the New York Times has. I claims "reality is external to the mind." Anothmean, newspapers must choose the most appro- er: "The view that human knowledge is universally valid."
priate news to fill limited spaceas editors
Wait a minute. This sounds more like obscuoften point outand the Times usually ends up
rantism than objectivism. Not only are
determining what several dozen other
these "objectivisms" totally
huge papers deem appropriate.
contradictory, they are
Even those of us who
both totally loony. If
accuse the media of ideo4111t1
reality is external to
logical bias in its selecthe mind, how can
tion of storiesand
this theory be
are skeptical as a
real? But the
resultmust con71
other is the real
cede that often
k A
laugher.
our skepticism
"Human
offers little proknowledge is
tection because
universally
the story we get
valid." Yeah,
through the
and the earth
mainstream is
is the center of
simply the only
the universe,
one we know.
toowhoops,
Who else is supthat was last
posed to be objecyear’s universally
tive? Why, the
valid bit of knowldenizens of the realm of
edge.
science, of course. They
I think objectivity isn’t to
impassively...uh...what is it
- oil
111
that they do? OK, so I had to look
be found in these extremes. If
absolutes overshoot the truth, and knowit up in my sophomore Earth Science text.
ing anything at all depends on making assumpIt says: "All science is based on the assumption
tions, then objectivity is obviously an approxithat the natural world behaves in a consistent
and predictable manner."
mate phenomenon. Considering as many points
Whoa.
of views as you can, then going with the one
So science is based on an assumption, huh?
that best meets your criteria. Kind of like
All I can think of is John Houseman saying,
authority; but with a resolute seek-and-destroy
"When you ASSUME, you make an ASS out of
attitude toward "outmoded truth," better
U and ME."
known as bullshit.
I wonder what they mean by "natural
If bogus objectivity is authority, then true
world," too. Do they include, say, humans in
objectivity must be integrity.
the staid order of things? Thus, you are not
going to convince me of the inherent consistenBrian Wachter
cy and predictability of those freaks.
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Shawnn Guthrie is host of KSJS’s A Race For The Times, a live
program focusing on African American issues and concerns.

ID

ace-conscious

The time is 5:58 p.m. and the
room is decorated with lights,
switches, buttons and dials.
CDs run along the back of this
clustered area known as the
sound room.
A Race For The Times, a live
KSJS program focusing exclusively on the concerns of the
African American community,
is two minutes away from air
time. Host Shawnn Guthrie and
Gwendolyn Hardin, co-host of
the show, position the guests at
their microphones.
Producer Wesley Hendrix
gives the key to Anna Duckworth, the engineer, for the
countdown. Four, three, two,
one, and the show is on the air.
"Welcome to A Race for The
Times," Guthrie announces into
an elevated microphone that
slouches down to reach his

chair. Disclaimers are said, and
the feeling of anxiety is gone.
This is the Wednesday night
scenery for Guthrie and his
cohorts, aptly titled, "The Conscious Crew."
"The Conscious Crew is a
group of people maintaining a
level of consciousness of how
issues effect us," Duckworth
says.
"Our major goal is to attract
the African American people to
inform them of the issues that
concern them," Hardin says.
"We are very pro-black," she
says. "We are very conscious
and aware of the turmoil in
America. We make it our business to read the paper, listen to
the news, and discuss the issues
that are important to our people
from an afrocentric point of
view."

Guthrie, who originally came it is right now," she says. "So far year anniversary on September
up with the idea for the show, the shows we’ve done that cater 23, the Conscious Crew have
felt the need to provide a seri- to women have been success- big plans for the future of their
ous and positive show that ful."
program.
Guthrie understands the
catered to African Americans.
"We have many ideas, but
"There is hardly any serious need for Hardin’s presence as we’re taking them one at a
programming for African peo- an African
time," Guthrie says.
ple to express their ideas and American
"Our next step is to
"Women play a big
thoughts," says Guthrie, who woman.
record in front of a
"It’s part in the show. We live audience.
says the Conscious Crew makes
a point to call black people important
"This allows us
not
to always try to make
African.
to invite different
"African people don’t have have the sure we get our
people from our
community
too many venues to express male domto
issues
out."
become involved in
themselves to a large audience," inant
the program."
he says. "The show is an oppor- role,"
Anna Duckworth
Engineer. A Race For The boles
The live audience
tunity for Africans to express Guthrie
in
idea brings another
their opinions and views that says
are not necessarily heard any- regard to the show. "(Gwen- level of pressure to the Condolyn) is a strong black woman scious Crew.
where else."
"Being in front of a live audiThe show has grown in size and her perspective is certainly
ence is a high pressure situaand professionalism. The Con- needed on the air."
The relationship between tion," C;iithrie says. "Shows like
scious Crew started off with
Guthrie, Hendrix, and Duck- (;iithrie and Hardin as host and Donahue and Oprah, they’re
worth. The additions of Hardin, co-host is one of opposites, but taped and they can make misAdoria Cara dine, RRamon it works. Not only is there a takes and cut them out to pre’cher, Greg Sledge. Erskine gender difference, but there is a sent this perfect image. We have
to have all of our roles extremeStarks and Nicole I.egardy have difference in viewpoints.
"I think more of the legal ly defined so we know exactly
given the Conscious Crew more
ramifications of what’s being what to do when something
depth.
said
happens."
A Race For The
Guthrie
With success comes setbacks
Times, although run "We are very prosays.
"I Although the Conscious Crew
predominantly by
very
We
are
black.
think of has managed to avoid many
students, is run prohow we setbacks, some are expected to
conscious and
fessionally.
can make arise in the future.
"I think we’ve got
aware of the turmoil people
"All we have received so far
a tight enough forunder- is nothing but positive commat to where it’s in America"
stand. She ments," Guthrie says. "But as
certainly comparaGwendolyn Hardin
comes we get larger, we anticipate to
ble to any profesCohost, A Race For The Tenes
with her be targeted by the FCC, and
program,"
sional
own Ian- other elements that don’t want
says Guthrie. "It’s
even better than many of the guage, her own background, us to succeed." Ironically, this
may include some black people
other programs that deal with her own savvy."
"I come from one point and who may want them to fail
African issues."
Blacks are not the only he comes from another, and it because of their success.
minority that A Race For The makes things work," Hardin Guthrie says.
Times deals with. The show also says about Guthrie.
As the show reaches its one
Bryan Cotton
concerns itself with the African
Woman, both in program content and in personnel.
"Women play a big part in
the show," says Duckworth.
"We make up about half of the
Conscious Crew. We always try
to make sure we get our issues
out."
"For a long time the show
had been basically from a male
perspective, until I came,"
Hardin says. "I realized that
they didn’t do enough to cater
to the African American
Women, which is why we now
offer a certain amount of shows
that are specifically geared
toward women.
Guthrie, left, and co-host Gwendolyn Hardin, right, discuss stu"I’m trying to make the dents and ethnicity with SJSU counselor Dr. Darryl Harrison
women’s voice a lot louder than and Aswad Hayes, president of the Black Student’s Union
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ANGS1
HOMI
Tim (Nathan Beason), right, applies his makeup and straightens his hair. He plays the punk rocker son of Bev.
Larry Lange, left, is the follow spot operator getting ready for his part of the production.

Four seriously pissed-off punk
ruck divas have been rocking the
stage in downtown San Jose for the
past month.
Parental warning is advised.
They have been known to bite the
head off unsuspecting Ken dolls,
throw dangerously sharp cereal bits
onto their audience, and urge their
listeners to eat their &%$#@! Cornflakes.
Sound interesting, weird, zany?
Well, it is all of the above. Angry
Housewives, the longest running
show in South Bay history, has characters who are all jerks (in a lovable
way), a punk rock contest at a club

owned by a gu name
gers, and all tht accort
stomach can h.,3dle.
The play fo,iises on
women, each 2ling
just as neuroti as then
chance to win ’2,000
disguise themselves as
Housewives and enter
rock scene. Dressed in
adorned with words si
Stinks," ’Vacuums Stic
anti-homema ki ig phri
punk divas rn. KC their
their hit song, Fat Yot
Cornflakes."
"Angry Ho:, wives,
looks like a flu piece,
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4ngry Housewives is in its second run after earning the title
of longest running show in South Bay history. The smash hit
musical comedy ran from 1989 through 1991.

PHOTOS BY ANDY BARRON
TEXT BY KRISTIN LOMAX

From front to back, Jeeta (Deanna MacLean), Bev (Michelle Jenee) and Wendi
(Judith Ann Miller) apply their makeup for the 500th-plus-performance of Angry
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by a gu named Lewd Find all thtaccordion playing a
can hmdle.
)lay focuses on four neurotic
,each d mling with a man
iamb, as them. When a
to win $2,000 comes, they
e themselves as the Angry
rives and enter the punk
me. Dressed in shirts
I with words such as "Pink
’ "Vacuums Suck" and other
memaking phrases, the four
ivas make their debut with
t song, ’ Eat Your Fucking
kes."
ry Hou,avives, at first glance,
ke a fluff piece," says SJSU

alumnus Lee Kopp who plays Wally.
"When you walk away though, you
understand all the characters had
problems. When they realized their
insecurities and needs, the resolutions were found."
Along with Kopp, actors Bridget
Kowalczyk and Deanna MacLean,
Carol and Jeeta in the play, and
director Rick Singleton are SJSU
alumni. Weasel, a Housewives’
roadie, is played by SJSU sophomore Charming Kapin, a student in
one of Kowalczyk’s theater arts
classes.
"They needed someone to play
Weasel, kind of a punk stage hand,"
Kapin says. "So Bridget asked me,

and it’s been a great experience."
Angry Housewives has had more
than 500 performances in its 2 1/2
year run in the Bay Area. Now at
The Stage in downtown San Jose, it
has an eight-week run that will end
Oct. 10.
"Two of us conceived during (the
run of) this play,"says Judith Miller,
who plays Wally’s girlfriend Wendi.
"Just when I think that the play is
over, I get the call," MacLean says.
"I don’t think I’ll ever throw away
my ripped nylons because the show
keeps going on."
"This show has given us a steady
job," Kopp says. "That’s rare for an
actor."
"This play is my life!" moans
Kowalczyk.
Angry Housewives is not to be misconstrued as a feminist play, as the
name might suggest. The actors
admit the men in the play are all
self-centered jerks, but in a way, so
are the women. One song in particular "Betsy MoberlyThe Girl Most
likely To..." sung by Wally (an over
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During performances, Lewd Fingers (Bruce Burns), left, Wally (Lee
Kopp) sit backstage of downtown San Jose’s Stage One and play
chess to pass the time between scenes.
zealous fisherman) and Lewd
(owner of the underage club Lewd
Fingers) is borderline sexist. The
play is not feminist or chauvinistic,
just fun.
"If the play had a message it
would be: go for broke," says
MacLean. "The characters follow
their dreams and go as far away
from reality as possible."
The cast members say the characters they have adopted have a small
part of the actors’ personality in
order to add more substance to the
performance. Not the other way
around. The actors leave their angst
hanging in the closet next to the
green spiked wigs and torn stockings, awaiting the next performance.

"We couldn’t have been too
angry," Miller says.
As their 506th show is about to
begin, the actors nonchalantly apply
their make-up and put on their costumes they have worn so many
times before. The routine is old hat,
but the friendships gained over the
years are still fresh and create a lively atmosphere in the cramped dressing room.
"Place is sold out, guys!" yells
stage manager Catherine Winter.
"Places everyone."
Kristin Lomax

After the show is over, Miller.
center, and Jenee, right, say
goodbye to MacLean as she
waits to give Bridget Kowal
czyk, who plays Carol, a ride
home.

lost of le cast members dedicated themselves by balancing full
their p ,,ts in the long running production.
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Clone around

He says that one of the most
With a spotlight following
him, David Lariblethe first important parts of being a
clown to headline the Ringling clown is being spontaneous.
"That is why I work with
Bros. and Barnum and Baily
Circusruns through the audi- members of the audience," Larience volunteering members to ble says. "It gives me the opportunity to change something
help him in his act.
His gray suit (two sizes too every day."
For example, in his bell skit,
large) and his big floppy shoes
accentuate his movements as he he persuaded one woman he
bounds through the audience, volunteered to imitate a Rockconjuring up images of Charlie ette along with him. Two kicks
into her dance, she kicked one
Chaplin dancing a ballet.
Once selected, the five volun- of her shoes into the next ring,
teers sit on the edge of the cen- covering her mouth with
ter circus ring and each is hand- embarrassment. Larible ran
ed a bell and instructed to ring over and brought her shoe back.
it only when Larible points to Seeing that she was good
them. One man, ringing the bell natured about the whole thing,
incorrectly, is made an example he persuaded her to give a
of. The smiling Larible (pro- Charo-like shake.
"I try to have fun and most
nounced: lay-REE-blay) grasps
the man’s hand and rings the of the time the people in the
bell while pointing to him with ring are laughing and enjoying
themselves," Larible says. "I
his other hand.
Once the five people under- never cross the line and embarstand their task, he feverishly rass somebody."
Larible says that not everypoints around the ring like a
flamboyant symphony conduc- body can be a clown. A clown
tor. Four of the five people ring has to spend a lot of time findtheir bells without missing a ing his or her own character,
beat, but suddenly there is an personality and movement.
"Everything has to be harmounexpected pause; one woman
nious, and it takes years," Lariis busy adjusting her shoe.
Larible jumps over to the ble says. "Some people find
woman and rings the bell for their make-up and character
her. After testing her bell-ring- and some people never find
ing ability, he wipes her brow their character. It is probably the
with a handkerchief. When the most difficult thing about being
five members start ringing a clown.
"And the clown has to be
again. Larible leads them in the
song "New York, New York," youyou don’t have to be
bouncing around the ring like somebody else," he adds.
"That’s the difference between
an inebriated Rockette.
The audience bursts into
(KENNETH FELD)
boisterous laughter and the
five volunteers seem quite
proud of their newfound musiA
cal talent.
Making
people laugh
comes naturally for him, but
it is never formulaic.
an actor and a clownwe don’t
"It is difficult to explain why play somebody else."
something is funny," Larible
He says that two of the best
says. "The same jokeif I tell types of people to study for
you the joke and if Billy Crystal clown skits are young children
tells you the jokeits going to and the intoxicated.
be a different joke."
"They are the only people

fl
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David Larible is the first clown to headline the Ringling Bros. Barnum and Baily Circus,
who don’t have attitudes," he
says, flopping himself across
the table like a person who has
had six drinks too many. "At
this moment we can say you are
yourselfand the same goes
with children.
"We are always told ’sit
down like that, don’t touch
that,’ because kids normally do
what they want. They are spontaneous."
Born in Verona, Italy to a circus family seven generations
strong, Larible says that being a
clown is all he wanted to do. In
fact, at 15 he turned
down a professional
soccer
contract
in
Milan so he
could pursue
his dream.
"I enjoy soccer very much,
but I was looking at it like a
sport or a game," Larible says.
"The circus is what I wanted to
be a part of."
At the same age, he was
studying ballet and trumpet at

011ILEy

the Verona Conservatory of
Music.
When big cat extraordinaire
Gunther Gebel-Williams retired
in 1990, Kenneth Feld (the
owner of the circus) needed a
new headliner, but he didn’t
want to get another animal
trainer. Two years earlier, he
saw Larible perform at the
International Circus Festival in
Monte Carlo where he won the
Silver Clown Award. Feld was
pondering the idea of replacing
Gebel-Williams with the clown,
but was sure when he saw Larible perform with the Ataide
Circus in Mexico City.
"In Mexico, Mr. Feld saw me
in a big auditorium and I think
that is the reason he decided on
me," Larible says. "In a big
auditorium, people are so far
away from you, it is difficult to
create this contact between you
and the audience.
"Normally, a lot of clowns
have trouble when they get in a
big auditorium," Larible adds.
"In a big venue, you have to

give 100 percent and the audience just receives 60 percent,
where as in a small theater, if
you give 100 percent, the audience receives 100 percent."
Larible says he enjoys headlining the Ringling Bros. Circus
for many reasons. For a clown,
it was the pinnacle of his career,
but the feeling of being a headliner lasts only for a moment.
"The really big satisfaction is
feeling that the people laughed,
and I know the people are
going to remember me," he
says.
"The moment I don’t have
fun anymore, I’m going to quit
being a clown," he says. "If you
don’t feel good out there people
are going to pick up on it."
Jason Rothman

Larible and the rest of the Ringling Bros. and Barnum and Baily
Circus are performing in the new
(and sufficiently hyped) San Jose
Arena through Sept. 12.

Random
3Fralittace

The ’70s jazz fusion
explosion, despite the negative connotation those
words seem to inpire
among the eschelon punsts,
was one of the most active
and creative periods in the
history of America’s own
classical music. Aside from
producing the biggest selling jazz album of all time
(Herbie Hancock’s Headhunter), the ’70s produced
Tony Williams, Billy Cobham, The Mahavishnu
Orchestra, Jean-Luc Ponty,
Rick James, and, of course,
the masters of autoexploitation, Parliament FunIcadelic.
The mergirg of the more
traditional, jazz-oriented
Parliament (led by spaceman Bootsy Collins), with
the straight-up phatness of
the faaabulous George Clinton’s Funkadelic, P-Funk
represented a significant
step in the evolution of
black music.
20 years later and the
music is still moving this
time under the guiding
hand of master organizer
Bill Laswell’s Axiom
records. And, to no one’s
surprise, the bulk of P-Funk
remains at the forefront.
From Last Poet Umar Bin
Hassan’s "Be Bop or Be
Dead," to guitar wiz Nicky
Skopilitis’ "Ekstasis," to last
year’s Praxis epiphany,
"Transmutation (Mutatis
Mutandis)," P-Funk all-stars
(grand wizard) Bernie Worrell (hammond B-3 organ)
and Bootsy Collins (bass),
who play Bimbo’s 385 in SF
Sunday, have been the sessinners that held it all
together. And if Worrell’s
new release on Gramavision, "Blacktronic Science,"
and Bootsy’s own forays
into the fringe of the new
garde as the production
man on local guitar wiz
Buckethead’s Avant release
"Bucketheadland" are any
indication, these two individuals will remain at the
top of the creative heap for
quite some time. Bimbo’s
385,1025 Columbus St., San
Francisco; Sunday, two shows,
7:30 and 10:00 p.m.; tickets
$20; 415/474-0365.

CA pus Cu

Ballet Afsaneh perform Persian
classical dances in their flowing robes and veils. Montgomery Theatre, corner of S. Market St. and W. San Carlos St., students $10 with ID, 8 p.m.,
408/971-8468.

A SOMEWHAT LESS THAN COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO SAN JOSE EVENTS

THURS

DAY FRII

POSTERIOR AESTHETICS
What is the obsession with
butts? From Bongo jeans to beer
commercials, it is inevitable
that at some Amazon-supermodel will flaunt her backside
in the camera. In conjunction
with this bombardment of buttocks, the fashion industry has
endowed the public with yet
another piece of attire that
leaves very little to the imagination: hot pants, more affectionately known as Daisy
Dukes. Yes, that southern belle
of Hazard County has inspired
countless women to cut their
jeans off a little higher than
usual. Heck, a lot higher. Well,
in keeping with this rising
trend of rising inseams, Disco
Inferno night at the Cactus
Club is holding a hot pants
competition. Get out the scissors and let it allwell, most of
ithang out. Let’s hope the
management at Cactus keeps
the seat cushions warm. Cactus
Club, 417 S. First St., no cover
before 9:30 p.m., 408/986-0866.
CULTURE-CONSCIOUS JAZZ
While jazz can be called the
only true American art
form, its experimental
nature dictates that it
broaden out to encompass the life and musical experiences of
artists worldwide.
Bringing together Iranian heritage and
Coltrane inspiration,
SJSU professor
and saxman
Hafez
Modirzadeh
will perform
his cultural melding
at the Pavilion Food
Court. Pull up a plastic
chair and enjoy. The
Pavilion Food Court, 150
S. First St., 7 to 9 p.m.

DAY 5ATIU4DAY

A LEGACY OF WANDERING
They are nomadic and nonconformist, traveling the landscapes of Europe and Asia for
centuries. Exotic and mysterious, gypsies and their way of
life have always sparked the
political and cultural interests
of the masses. The Flamenco Society of San Jose
explores the gypsy’s legacy from Northern India
to Southern Spain in
"Ragas and Rasgueados."
Kathak (a traditional North
Indian dance rich with intricate footwork and rhythmic
composition) and the California Contemporary Dancers’
adaptation of Lorca’s "The
House of Bernarda Alba"
attempt to bring that far away
culture to San Jose. Montgomery
Theatre, corner of S. Market St.
and W. San Carlos St., students
$10 with ID, 8 p.m., 408/9718468.
MEXICANO MUSINGS
It is refreshing to see the
exchange of cultural history
and artistic expression outside
the designated, politically correct months. Apart
from the festivities of
May, Latino, Mexicano and
Chicano artists have gathered
their musings in
SOPA. The title
(the Spanish word
for soup) is a fitting metaphor
for the mix of
history and
art. The works
are a melding of experiences
and historical fragments of
the artists’ lives and the
culture as a whole. Transcendentalism meets individualism; blended, yet
distinct. The show runs
through October 9.
WORKS Gallery, 260
Jackson St., admission is
free, 12 to 5 p.m., 408/295-8378.

TWO-WHEELED TOURING
Not wanting to violate SJSU
presidential directive 90-01 and
lock that $3,000 Klein roadbike
to a lightpost outside the classroom, hardcore cyclists are
forced to leave their beloved
bikes at home. So much for
training rides to and from
campus. Well, do not
slack off on those training rides because the
ninth annual Quicksilver
Bicycle tour is back to separate the well-developed
calves from the lesser
endowed. The event features
light tours of Almaden Valley
to lung-bursting rides through
Morgan Hill. Whether it is a
leisurely day in the saddle or
time to settle a score as to who
possesses the strongest quads,
be sure to bring beaucoup
water. Helmets are mandatory.
Same-day registration begins at
7:30 a.m., 6:30 a.m. for the 100mile ride. Leland High School,
6677 Camden Ave., 20-mile $14,
50k $17, 100k $21, 100-mile $25,
7:30 a.m., 408/354-6559.
BEYOND BELLYDANCING
Imagine an international star
from Los Angeles performing
in the South Bay with no hair
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spray,
leather or screeching guitars.
Persian tar player Farhang
Sharif will exhibit his prowess
on the Middle Eastern instrument in "Dreams of Persia," a
full-length music and dance
extravaganza produced by
Iranian dancer and choreographer R. Nazerni. The celebration of music and dance continues as Sharlyn Sawyer and her

SUN
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METAPHYSICAL MEDICINE
Looking )r an alternative to
the take-two-aspirins-and-call
philosophy of pain reduction?
Curious about what the future
may hold? Is the Psychic
Friends network failing to satisfy those paranormal needs?
Well, those gifted with the ability to reach beyond the bounds
set by scientific intelligentsia
will be offering their psychic
services at the seventh annual
Psychic and Healing Arts Fair.
Aura photography and free
lectures will give attendees a
glimpse outside the sphere of
physical science. Healers and
bodyworkers will help put an
end to those nagging ailments.
Those sacred crystals that
adorned the necks of spiritual
aficionados will be plentiful
enough for people to acquire
one of their own. Open minds
are a must but please leave the
Ouija boards at home. San lose
Holiday Inn, 282 Almaden Blvd.,
$2 at the door, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
408/459-9551.

FAIR SHOPPING REVISITED
For those of you who missed
the Tapestry In Talent extravaganza Labor Day weekend,
here is your chance to spend
your hard earned cash on those
seemingly useless items that
are somehow legitimized
because they were purchased
at a crafts show. It is inevitable
that a city’s efforts to refurbish the downtown area
always dictate the occurrence of a fair, festival or, in
this case, an art and wine
festival. Those within wine
tasting distance will
undoubtedly pencil in the
event on their calendars as an
excuse to gab with neighbors
and friends. Over 600 artists, 25
food booths, beer booths, a
children’s corner and wines
from eight different wineries
will help keep the attendees
busy with their wallets. Castro
St., Mountain View, admission is
free, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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MULTICULTURAL MULTIMEDIA
Two SJSU grads pay tribute to the Mexican holiday,
Day of the Dead, through art and photography
the opportunity to each one with a history behind
see a hand- painted it.
"The first time I went there, I
photograph by a
Mexican artist. This was paralyzed by the sight.
man, Miguel Here- Thousands and thousands of
dia, had been hand candles, flowers, food, music
painting
pho- playing," Fukuda says.
"They live very simple lives
and
tographs
movie posters with in terms of the material things
only three colors, people want, but when it comes
hut giving his art a to the Day of the Dead, there is
quality
that opulence in their celebration,"
Jones says. "It crosses all generinspired the pair.
The first time ations. In everyday life, you see
Jones ventured to them workingeach in their
Leda. McFeddenedc
one of Fuku- own thingsbut in this celebrapaint
in
celebration
Dead
of
the
Day
During the
Mexico, altars are adorned with offerings da’s photographs, tion, they are all united."
The duo moved from the
"it seemed almost a
to the returning deceased.
violation of this altars to the cemetery, where
celebration is also held.
very perfect photograph."
Gravestones are decorated
"Lissa experimented layering
In the first days of November, the spirits of the deceased colors, and the results were with flowers and toys. People
walk through the graveyards in
descend upon Oaxaca, Mexico very exciting," Fukuda says.
Jones was very impressed by processions, surrounded by the
to pay a visit to surviving relatives. In return, the living pay the work of toy-maker, Manuel light of candles, the fragrance of
heed through gifts and celebra- Jimenez. His carved animals flowers, and the heavy smoke
had evolved from an artisan’s and smell of incense.
tion.
Although the smoke does not
The Day of the Dead will be work to that of an artist. While
celebrated through painted visiting this man near Oaxaca in show up on film, Jones makes it
photographs by Lissa Jones and 1989, they were exposed to the appear, giving the photographs
an ethereal quality and a nostalDay of the Dead celebration.
Curtis Fukuda.
According to tradition, at this gic look.
Far removed from our WestAccording to Russell Moore,
ern view of death or the dead, time of the year the atmosphere
the celebration is held every becomes "thinner." The spirits curator of the exhibit, "the
year to honor, remember and are able to come to earth and black-and-white prints, painted
with oils and dyes, challenge
coexist with those who have check up on their loved ones.
The living construct altars, the notion of photographs as
departed.
Jones and Fukuda met in filled with the departed one’s documents. They create a feel1985 at turning points in their favorite food, flowers and an ing of time displacement
lives. Jones had graduated from array of cultural objects, show- because the images are contemSJSU with a master’s degree in ing the intermingling of Christ- porary, but cast in a form harking back to another era."
sculpture and was contemplat- ian and pre-Hispanic cultures.
Skulls abound during the celThe combination of these two
ing what to do next.
Fukuda had graduated years ebration. Made out of different artists seems perfect. Fukuda
earlier from SJSU with a bache- materials, from sugar to ceram- has the training of a film maker,
lor’s degree in radio, television ic, these skulls adorn the altars with a sense of narrative
and film. When he paired up in the form of toys or small can- through the image. Jones, on
with Jones, Fukuda was work- dies to add a humorous tone to the other hand, has the knowling as a film maker and writer, the otherwise tragic symbol of edge of art materials and training in three dimensional work.
and as a photographer on the death.
"El (Ha de los muertos" is a It is for this reason that their
side.
"My work was in the tradi- personal holiday. While some works, far from being still lives
tion of Ansel Adams and people meditate quietly in front or landscapes, are narrations
Edward Weston: no alterations, of the altars or in the cemetery, that involve the viewer in their
in a very straight manner," others party with joyous aban- intimacy, in their perspective,
Fukuda says. He had seen donment. Both are expressing and in their magic.
The artists’ work continues to
painted photography but did their respect, but in different
grow through time, but their
not like the flat quality it had, ways.
Jones and Fukuda began need to explore human and
thus never experimenting with
photographing these altars, dri- spiritual themes has remained
it.
After the two artists met and ven by the curiosity that all the intact. Their use of photography
started collaborating, they had objects compete for attention, has evolved from a medium of
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eft.

precise memories into a work of
art that has a life and destiny of
its own.
Through art, they want to
acknowledge their impressions
and honor the traditions of a
culture that has deeply touched
them.
Carolina Moroder
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The Day of the Dead exhibit
runs through October 31 at Villa
Montalvo, 15400 Montalvo Rd.,
Saratoga. Gallery hours: I-4p.m.
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Sat. and Sun. Admission is free,
408/741-3421.
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